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Abstract— In this work, we present a fast and area-efficient
software-hardware implementation of the supersingular isogeny
key encapsulation (SIKE) mechanism. Our software-hardware
design achieves both the flexibility of software as well as the
efficient performance of intense computations of hardware.
In particular, our implementation takes advantage of new and
highly optimized hardware modules for addition, multiplication,
and hardware-software control, targeted at Xilinx FPGAs. In con-
junction with a small RISC-V processor, we can support all four
SIKE parameter sets. On a Virtex-7 FPGA, this implementation
occupies 3,492 slices, 78 DSPs, and 29 BRAMs, to perform
encapsulation and decapsulation over SIKEp434, SIKEp503,
SIKEp610, and SIKEp751 in 14.5, 19.2, 29.8, and 42.7 ms,
respectively. Despite supporting all four parameter sets, this
design has the best area-time product of all isogeny accelerators
in the literature.

Index Terms— Isogeny-based cryptography, Montgomery mul-
tiplication, post-quantum cryptography, RISC-V, SIKE, software-
hardware co-design.

I. INTRODUCTION

COMPUTER engineering studies and evaluates implemen-
tations based on software code as well as electronic

hardware. General software computers feature Turing Com-
plete coding to accomplish virtually any real-world purpose,
just limited by computation size, memory size, and program
size. Electronic hardware, such as that using digital transistors,
can also accomplish virtually any real-world purpose, but is
much slower to prototype and build. Between these types of
devices, there is an inherent tradeoff between flexibility and
performance. Digital hardware such as application specific
integrated circuits (ASIC) can accomplish tasks and complex
computations much faster and with less power and energy than
a general-purpose software processor, but is limited only to
such tasks.
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In the realm of cryptographic implementations, there are
a variety of platforms to build and deploy a cryptosystem.
For instance, a small ARM Cortex-M4 device can choose to
employ a full cryptosystem like AES with only the ARM
Cortex-M4 instruction set, or offload the computation to
another chip or device that may be better equipped for it.
Rather than be limited to strictly a hardware or software
implementation, a hybrid software-hardware co-design imple-
mentation can be made such that the software processor acts
as the main control unit and the digital hardware accelerates
intense computations. By taking advantage of the flexibility of
software and the efficiency of hardware, this new co-design
implementation can achieve much better performance, power,
and energy consumption.

Software-hardware co-design implementations are becom-
ing even more necessary with the advent of post-quantum
cryptography (PQC). It is well known that today’s deployed
public-key cryptosystems such as RSA or ECC will be broken
once a large-scale quantum computer emerges. These schemes
rely on hard mathematical problems such as factoring or the
elliptic curve discrete logarithm that are resistant to attacks
by classical computers but vulnerable to quantum computers.
Namely, employing Shor’s algorithm [1] on a large-scale
quantum computer has been shown to break RSA or ECC.
AES and other symmetric key cryptosystems are vulnerable
to Grover’s algorithm [2], but this is not a complete break
and larger key or block sizes can allow their use in the post-
quantum era.

With quantum fears in mind, NIST has created a post-
quantum standardization process for standardizing new PQC
algorithms [3] for use by the US government. Of the initial
3 rounds of scrutiny, the original 69 submissions has now
dwindled to 15. With no final standard, an ASIC imple-
mentation of quantum-safe cryptography seems out of the
question as most of the submissions have gone through
revisions. So long as intense low level arithmetic is isolated,
software-hardware co-design implementations shine here by
achieving good performance and allowing flexibility if a
scheme has changed, new improvements have been found, and
so on.

Here, we propose and implement a software-hardware
co-design implementation of NIST Round 3 alternative can-
didate SIKE. Based on isogenies of supersingular elliptic
curves, SIKE features the smallest key sizes of all NIST
PQC key establishment schemes. However, SIKE is among
the slowest candidates, requiring a multitude of intense finite
field computations. In our software-hardware implementa-
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tion, we offload these expensive computations to highly
optimized hardware. As an example, the finite field mul-
tiplication in the fastest ARM Cortex-M4 implementation
to date requires 2,135 cycles for the NIST Level 5 para-
meter set [4], whereas our hardware co-processor requires
138 cycles, which is about 15 times faster. With software-
hardware co-design, our implementation shows that even small
embedded processors can achieve competitive performance.
Furthermore, this flexibility allows us to support new schemes,
such as the SIKEX hybrid key exchange based on SIKE and
ECDH [5].

Related Work: The first software-hardware co-design imple-
mentation of SIKE was implemented by Massolino et al. [6]
as a compact design. Based upon a simple custom-designed
processor, this work could swap between each SIKE parameter
set and even support newly proposed SIKE parameters with
primes up to 1,008 bits. In [7], Banerjee et al. implemented
a software-hardware co-design of SIKE by using a RISC-V
processor to control an elliptic curve accelerator. Since this
was not fine-tuned for SIKE computations, the design is two
orders of magnitude slower than state-of-the-art hardware-
based SIKE implementations. In [8], Banerjee et al. also
utilized a software-hardware co-design methodology to effi-
ciently support multiple lattice-based cryptosystems. Lastly,
in [9], Roy et al. also provided an efficient hardware/software
co-design with SIKE on both ARM and RISC-V based
microcontrollers, achieving a nice speedup over software only
processors.

This work features a new software-hardware co-design of
SIKE utilizing a RISC-V processor as the main controller.
Based on the structure of SIKE parameters, we have optimized
the hardware performance of low-level arithmetic for FPGA
devices. As a bridge between the RISC-V software core
and our hardware accelerator, we utilize a small APB bus
to exchange data between the two cores and facilitate the
full SIKE operation. This is an extension of our previous
work, “Accelerated RISC-V for Post-Quantum SIKE.” [10]
Upon these preliminary results, we have developed further
optimizations to the addition, multiplication, and control units,
achieving a 30% improvement in performance, while also
occupying 17% fewer slices. Our implementation supports all
SIKE implementations up to 752-bit primes and also features
the best area-time product of any design in the literature.

Our Contributions:
• We propose and implement highly optimized hardware

accelerators for Montgomery multiplication and addition
over SIKE primes

• We design a new and more efficient dedicated instruction
controller to efficiently hand off intense field arithmetic
from a RISC-V core to our specialized hardware

• We architect and implement our software-hardware co-
design over all four SIKE parameter sets, achieving the
best area-time trade-off in the literature

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II,
we give an overview of isogeny-based cryptography and the
NIST PQC candidate SIKE. In Section III, we propose our
highly optimized designs for field addition and multiplication

in SIKE. In Section IV, we propose our hardware-software
co-design to achieve efficient SIKE operation. In Section V,
we implement our design on FPGA and present our results.
In Section VI, we give our final thoughts and discuss future
work.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Here, we provide some preliminaries related to isogeny-
based cryptography and the NIST PQC isogeny-based sub-
mission SIKE [11]. Roughly, isogeny-based cryptography is
an extension of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). Rather than
utilize point arithmetic on a single elliptic curve as is the case
for ECC, isogeny-based cryptography utilizes maps between
elliptic curves on top of point arithmetic. We point the reader
to [12] for a more in-depth review of elliptic curves and [13]
for isogeny fundamentals.

A. Isogenies on Elliptic Curves

1) Elliptic Curves: Isogeny-based cryptography has focused
on the use of isogenies as maps between elliptic curves
to achieve some cryptographic application. Similar to ECC,
an elliptic curve is also defined over a finite field. An elliptic
curve over a finite field Fq is the collection of all points (x, y)
as well as the point at infinity that satisfy the short Weierstrass
form:

E/Fq : y2 = x3 + ax + b

where a, b, x, y ∈ Fq . This collection forms an abelian group
over addition. Scalar point multiplications Q = k P , where
k ∈ Z and P, Q ∈ E forms the basis of ECC. As the order
of E grows very large, it becomes infeasible to solve for k
when given Q and P . However, Shor’s algorithm [1] provides
a polynomial time algorithm to break this hard problem with
a sufficiently large quantum computer.

2) Isogenies: Isogenies on elliptic curves are an extension
of ECC. An elliptic curve isogeny over Fq , φ : E → E � is
defined as a non-constant rational map from E(Fq) to E �(Fq)
that preserves the point at infinity. Rather than performing
scalar point multiplication on a single elliptic curve, isogenies
of elliptic curves move between elliptic curves in such a
manner that can be difficult for quantum computers when
constructed correctly. Isogenies move between isomorphism
classes, which can be identified via their j -invariant. A unique
isogeny can be computed over a kernel, φ : E → E/�ker�,
by using Vélu’s formulas [14]. The degree of an isogeny
is its degree as a rational map. We can efficiently compute
large-degree isogenies of the form �e by chaining e isogenies
of degree �.

B. Supersingular Isogeny Key Encapsulation

The supersingular isogeny key encapsulation (SIKE) mech-
anism [11] is the only isogeny-based cryptosystem submitted
to the NIST PQC standardization process. Currently a third
round alternative, SIKE prominently features the smallest
public keys of all key encapsulation mechanisms (KEMs), has
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a straightforward parameter selection, simple generic attacks,
and no decryption errors. Notably, advances in supersingular
isogeny cryptanalysis revealed that SIKE primes were too
conservative, and they were reduced in the second round. The
main downside of SIKE is its slow performance, as it requires
a large number of finite-field addition and multiplication
operations over 434-bit primes at NIST Level 1 or 751-primes
at NIST Level 5.

1) History: SIKE comes from a rich history of new
emerging applications based on isogenies of elliptic curves.
The use of isogenies for a cryptosystem was first proposed
independently by Couveignes [15] and Rostovtsev and Stol-
bunov [16] in 2006. Initially, they proposed an isogeny-based
key-exchange relying on the hardness of computing isogenies
between ordinary curves. Charles et al. [17] also proposed a
new isogeny-based hash function based on the hardness of
computing isogenies between supersingular elliptic curves in
2009. It was not until 2010 that Childs et al. [18] broke the
initial isogeny-based key-exchange algorithms by proposing a
new quantum algorithm to compute isogenies between ordi-
nary elliptic curves in subexponential time. Next, in 2011, Jao
and De Feo [19] proposed a new isogeny-based key exchange
that was instead protected by the difficulty to compute isoge-
nies between elliptic curves, called the supersingular isogeny
Diffie-Hellman (SIDH) key exchange. SIDH is the precursor to
SIKE. Notably, SIKE is the 2017 NIST submission that applies
the Hofheinz, Hövelmanns, and Kiltz transform [20] to the
original supersingular isogeny public-key encryption scheme
proposed by Jao and De Feo [19]. With new and focused
research on isogenies, optimizations/implementations [4]–[6],
[10], [21]–[32] and security analysis [33]–[40] continue to
emerge.

2) SIKE Overview: SIKE is an IND-CCA KEM based on
the hardness of computing isogenies between supersingular
elliptic curves. In the third round of the NIST PQC stan-
dardization process, there are four parameter sets which are
summarized in Table I. Each parameter set targets a NIST
security level from 1 to 5. NIST security level 1 is hard to
break as an exhaustive key search attack on AES128, level 2 is
as hard to break as finding a SHA256 collision, level 3 is as
hard to break as an exhaustive key search attack on AES192,
and level 5 is as hard to break as an exhaustive key search
attack on AES256. Each of these parameter sets feature the
smallest public keys of all NIST PQC KEMs and almost the
smallest ciphertext. In addition to the regular SIKE operation,
there are compressed SIKE variants that reduce the size of
public keys and ciphertexts by slightly less than half.

3) KEM Operation: In the KEM scenario, Alice and Bob
are attempting to agree on a shared secret that can be used
for a secure session. Bob initiates the KEM by performing
key generation, which generates a secret key and a public key
for Bob. Bob shares this public key over a public channel
so that Alice can proceed by performing key encapsulation
over Bob’s public key, which generates a ciphertext and shared
secret for Alice. Alice then sends this ciphertext back to Bob
over a public channel. Bob finishes the key establishment by
performing key decapsulation over Alice’s ciphertext with his

Fig. 1. Computational hierarchy for SIKE’s isogeny computations.

own secret key. If the operation was performed correctly, Bob
will compute the same shared secret that Alice did and the
two can continue with encrypted communications such as with
AES. If not, Bob still generates a seemingly random secret that
will not reveal his secret key.

4) SIKE Arithmetic: SIKE can be made up of a large-degree
isogeny as well as the SHAKE256 hashing operation. Of these
two, the large-degree isogeny generally requires the majority
of the total SIKE computation time. Thus, unlike most lattice
and other PQC schemes, a fast SHAKE256 module is not
required. Rather, an efficient implementation of SIKE is made
by efficiently implementing the algorithms and subroutines
needed to chain together a large-degree isogeny. The com-
putations required for this isogeny operation are shown in
Figure 1. At a low level, isogenies of supersingular elliptic
curves are composed of many Fp2 quadratic extension field
arithmetic operations, which are then constructed via Fp

addition, subtraction, and multiplication. Here, p is a SIKE
prime which is also included in Table I for each parameter
set. In the following sections, we propose efficient modules to
perform these finite field operations as well as process many
such operations to facilitate SIKE algorithms.

III. PROPOSED HARDWARE ACCELERATION

OF INTENSE ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS

This section presents our optimized hardware for finite
field addition and finite field multiplication, which provide
the lowest level arithmetic needed for SIKE. These finite field
operations are defined over a prime field, so the functionality
is similar to modular addition and modular multiplication.
We summarize our field arithmetic operations and compare
them with [10] in Table II. Notably, our design achieves a
much higher frequency to expedite the arithmetic over the prior
design.

A. Proposed Finite Field Adder

Given elements a, b, c ∈ Fp, finite field addition performs
a + b = c, where all values are mod p. Since inputs a and
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TABLE I

SIKE PARAMETER SETS FOR EACH NIST SECURITY LEVEL [11]. ALL SIZES ARE IN BYTES

TABLE II

LATENCY OF ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS IN OUR ALU ARCHITECTURE ON A VIRTEX-7 FPGA

Fig. 2. Xilinx FPGAs use a Manchester carry chain. We call this a GS block.

Fig. 3. Proposed fast addition units for SIKE on Xilinx FPGAs.

b are already reduced modulo p, finite field addition can be
implemented by performing a + b = c and then performing a
conditional subtraction c� = c− p, if c ≥ p. Based on the finite
field multiplier proposed in Section III-B, we make a slight
caveat to this where general arithmetic is mod 2p, which is

common for SIKE implementations. Thus, we are performing
a + b = c with the conditional subtraction c� = c − 2 p,
if c ≥ 2 p. Finite field subtraction is performed in a similar
way with a− b = c and the conditional addition c� = c+ 2 p,
if c < 0. We perform a final correction to reduce modulo p
at the final step of a protocol. Our new proposed finite field
addition unit utilizes a specialized architecture to achieve high
performance, throughput, and reasonable area.

1) Xilinx Carry Chains: In this implementation, we are
targeting Xilinx FPGA devices, so we are utilizing their
internal fast carry-chains for fast addition. The carry chain
used in Xilinx FPGAs is shown in Figure 2. This is based on
a standard Manchester carry chain. When performing A + B ,
where A and B are n bits, this design would require pushing
A⊕B into pi and A into gi for 0 ≤ i < n. We limit the use of i
for the Manchester carry chain. This carry chain then produces
a sequence of carry and sum bits. si is the propogated sum
and ci is the propagated carry. For the following discussion,
we call this figure a GS block for Generate Sum. Lastly, GS0
means you have a carry-in of “0”, GS1 for a carry-in of “1”,
and GSc for a carry-in of c0.

We now present our new modular adder. This design uses
the parallel prefix network adder from [41] as a base and
applies three innovations to better suit SIKE arithmetic. Given
the fine-tuned granularity of our optimization, we describe the
adder through its operation in the following steps. Specifically,
our optimizations are described in Step 5, Step 6, and a special
application to SIKE addition arithmetic. This architecture is
shown in Figure 3.

Step 1: In Step 1, we are simply acquiring the inputs needed
to perform addition. For the standard Manchester carry chain,
G is one of the inputs and P is the XOR of the addends.
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Step 2: Next, we break P and G into blocks. These blocks
do not need to be of the same size. If the least significant
blocks of the operands are smaller, then the carry-look ahead
is entered earlier. If the most significant blocks of the operand
are smaller, then there will be less routing delays post-carry
look ahead. In our design, we use a pipeline stage, so a single
block size was used. For clarity, there are at most s elements
in the adder and we use the variable j to denote an output for
0 ≤ j < s.

Step 3: In this step, we apply the GS function on each G and
P block to obtain propagated sums and carries. In Figure 3,
this refers to the top row of computations. The least significant
block utilizes a GSc block with a carry-in. Each of these
GS computations produce propagated sums Sj and the last
propagated carry g j .

Step 4: Step 4 moves to the second row of computations,
which is again the GS computation. Here, the S block acts
inputs for gi and pi in the Manchester chains to produce the
propagated sum Tj and the last propagated carry p j . From
these two rows of computations, we have values Sj , Tj , p j ,
and g j . The state-of-the-art design [41] does not generate Tj

which we utilize as part of one innovation in Step 6. Of these
variables, g j tells us if the block generates a carry for the next
block. p j tells us whether or not all bits of the sum Sj in the
block are 1. This means that if p j = 1, then the carry from the
previous block is propagated to the next block. The end goal
here is to get c j = g j |p j & c j−1, where c j is the propagated
carry. One thing to note here is that unless the GS block in
Step 3 has a carry-in of 1, g j and p j cannot both be 1 as
all GS blocks are GS0, there are no g j and p j carry chain
inputs where both are 1. Lastly, p0 does not exist because the
first block is already fully propagated, i.e. g0 is the propagated
carry for the first block.

Step 5: Step 5 is the first innovation, by providing a new
method to get the propagated carry which is shown in the third
row of Figure 3. The state-of-the-art utilizes a parallel prefix
carry-look ahead unit based on Kogge-Stone and Brent-Kung.
These units require a large amount of bitwise-operations, thus
consuming many LUTs in an FPGA. Instead, we simply apply
another GSc block to each g j and p j with g0 as the c0
input. This GS block produces unused propagated sum and
propagated carry c j . The GSc unit from the figure gives
c j = (∼ p j & g j ) | (p j & c j−1}. As we mentioned in Step 4,
both p j and g j cannot both be “1”, so this equation collapses
to c j = g j |p j & c j−1 which is what we are searching for from
Step 4.

Step 6: Step 6 then provides a second innovation to find the
final sum in the fourth row of Figure 3. The state-of-the-art
utilizes an additional GSc block with Sj as both inputs and
c j as the propagated carry. Instead, we observed that Sj from
Step 3 is the sum if c j = 0 and T from Step 4 is the sum
if c j = 1. Thus, we simply use a 2:1 multiplexer where c j is
the select to select the final result R from S or T . The final
propagated carry cout in the figure is the last propagated carry
from carry-look ahead unit from Step 5.

2) Applying to SIKE: We also provide a third innovation
and optimization when we apply this adder for SIKE. For finite
field addition and subtraction, our SIKE adder produces results

a±b∓2 p. For a high frequency implementation, we compute
a±b and a±b∓2 p independently over 2 cycles. To compute
a ± b, we use the adder architecture described above with
P = a⊕ b⊕ sub, G = a, and cin = sub, where sub is ‘1’ if
a subtraction is performed and ‘0’ otherwise.

When computing a± b∓ 2 p, we apply a new trick to per-
form two additions/subtractions simultaneously. The classical
way to perform this computation is to compute S = a ± b
and then R = S ∓ 2 p. However, to perform this in 2 cycles
would severely limit the operating clock frequency. Instead,
our proposed methodology gets two partial sums and feeds
them to the proposed adder. For the sake of simplicity, let us
compute a + b + m. Let us take two consecutive bits from
each input a, b, and m. Assume that we have a1, b1, m1= �0�,
while a0, b0, m0= �1�. In this case the result will be r0= �1�
and r1= �1� and no bits are propagated to r2. From here, we
achieve two partial sums:

1) Zero out all even bits. Each odd-even pair will have its
bits coming from its corresponding odd bits.

2) Zero out all odd bits. Each even-odd pair will have its
bits coming from its corresponding even bits.

Once we have these two partial sums, we can add them
together using the proposed adder.

Lastly, our design uses two pipeline stages to achieve a high
frequency of 300 MHz on Xilinx Virtex-7. In our explained
Steps, our first pipeline registers g j , p j , Sj and Tj at the end of
Step 4 and then our second pipeline registers the output from
Step 6. Since we compute two addition/subtraction operations
for modular arithmetic, we get two final carries and two sums.
The final carries are used to select the final result between a±b
and a ± b ∓ 2 p.

Algorithm 1 Proposed Montgomery Multiplication

Input : m = 2eA · 3eB < 2K−2, R = 2K , w, s,
K = w · s, sA = �2eA/w, a, b < 2m − 1

Output: MontMult(a, b)
1 T ← 0
2 for i ← 0 to s − 1 do
3 for j ← 0 to s − 1 do
4 U [ j ] ← a[i ] · b[ j ]
5 (C, S)← T [0] +U [0]
6 q ← S
7 for j ← sA to s − 1 do
8 U [ j ] ← U [ j ] + q ·m[ j ]
9 for j ← 0 to s − 1 do

10 (C, S)← T [ j ] +U [ j ] + C
11 T [ j − 1] ← S

12 (C, S)← C
13 T [s − 1] ← S

14 return T

︷
︸
︸
︷

Mul

︷
︸
︸
︷

First Acc

︷
︸
︸
︷

Red

︷
︸
︸
︷

Acc

︷
︸
︸
︷

Final Acc

B. Proposed Finite Field Multiplier

Given elements a, b, c∈Fp , finite field multiplication per-
forms a× b= c, where all values are mod p. Even if inputs
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Fig. 4. Architecture of multiplier core.

a and b are already reduced modulo p, a simple multipli-
cation between a and b produces a value that can be up
to twice the bit-length of p. To solve this problem, we use
the specialized Montgomery multiplication [42] method that
combines multiplication and reduction. By trading expensive
trial divisions for simple shifts, Montgomery multiplication is
the most popular modular multiplication method for SIKE.
In this work, we improve the Montgomery multiplication
proposed in [26] to consume less DSPs and operate at higher
frequency while keeping the same number of interleave and
multiplication cycles.

Our Montgomery multiplier operably performs the function-
ality shown in Algorithm 1. Similar to [21], [26], we utilize
a systolic architecture where processing elements compute
partial products and sums. As is shown in Figure 4, we
break Algorithm 1 into multiplication “mul”, accumulation
“acc”, and reduction blocks “red”. This proposed architecture
computes the result in w bits at a time. There are a total of
s processing elements. Compared to our prior work [10], we
make a small optimization in the reduction by feeding it p+1
rather than p, which saves an adder.

The multiplication block simply computes the product
U [ j ] = a[i ] ·b[ j ]. This corresponds to Line 4 in Algorithm 1.
Input a is loaded serially every two cycles and input b is
loaded in parallel. Each processing element within the systolic
architecture computes w bit operations, so the end product is
2w bits which is sent to the accumulation block.

Fig. 5. Dual multiplier IO for the multiplier core.

The accumulation block sums and propagates the Mont-
gomery multiplication values between each iteration i . First,
the accumulation block, utilizes the first accumulation result
T [0] +U [0] to compute the Montgomery quotient q that can
then be pushed to the reduction block. Since Montgomery
multiplication produces values with zeroes in the w least
significant bit positions, the accumulation block propagates
the least significant w bits S backwards and the remaining
bits C forward along the systolic array. The first accumulation
block, corresponding to Lines 5-6 of Algorithm 1, computes
the quotient q for the reduction block and the first C for
the accumulation block. The remaining elements perform
Lines 10-11 of Algorithm 1 with the final C loaded to S of
the same element similar to Lines 12-13. The first word of
the final product is obtained from S of the second element
after 2s cycles and the following words are obtained from the
following elements in the following cycles until a total of 3s
cycles are passed.

Similar to the multiplication block, the reduction block
computes the product of a quotient q obtained from the
accumulation block and m = p + 1 with m loaded in parallel
and q loaded serially. Each element in the reduction block is
added to its corresponding element in the multiplication block
to perform one iteration of Line 8 in Algorithm 1. Since the
first eA bits of m are 0, the first sA = �eA/w blocks are
skipped. Furthermore, q is delayed such that the first reduction
element aligns with the sA’th multiplication element when the
addition is performed.
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Fig. 6. Waveform showing the output at each multiplication and reduction
block for the first 2 digits of operand a and quotient q. Columns indicate
cycles. Rows indicate blocks according to Figure 4. Parameters: s = 8 and
sA=3.

TABLE III

DSP COST OF MONTGOMERY MULTIPLIER FOR w = 17

We further include Figure 6 as an additional method to
illustrate the functionality of our multiplier core with cycles.
In this figure, we set s = 8 and sA = 3. The Mult 0-7 and
Red 3-7 represent the multiplication circle blocks in Figure 4
for the multiplication and reduction blocks, respectively. For
instance, Mult 0 refers to the multiplication block where
the operand is b0, Mult 3 refers to the multiplication block
where the operand is bsA , and Red 3 refers to the reduction
block where the operand is msA . For simplicity, Figure 6
only shows the first 2 digits of operand a and quotient q .
First, we highlight that the operand ai moves from Mult
0 to Mult 1 and so on each cycle, just as the quotient qi

moves from Red 3 to Red 4 and so on each cycle. Second,
we reiterate that each ai and qi are aligned such that ai enters
the lower multiplication blocks, aka mult sA and beyond, at the
same time qi enters the reduction blocks. This corresponds to
Cycle 3, where we compute a0b3 with Mult 3 and q0m3 with
Red 3. Third, we note that we wait 2 cycles before pushing the
next ai and qi values. During this gap, we schedule a second
multiplier if needed to achieve the dual multiplier architecture.

Unlike [26], the accumulation block is split from the mul-
tiplication block with each element of the multiplication and
reduction blocks mapped to 1 DSP. Thus, the number of DSPs
is reduced from 3s − sA − 1 to 2s − sA . Table III shows the
number of DSPs reduced between our design and the design
in [26] for w = 17. In Xilinx FPGAs, the DSP48E can perform
up to a 17 × 17 bit unsigned multiplication. In addition, the
adders not belonging to the accumulation block in Figure
4 are mapped into the adder part of the DSP. Furthermore,
the critical path is reduced to one DSP which improves the
frequency from 294 MHz to 401 MHz for the Xilinx Virtex-7
device. The accumulation block is mapped into the fabric of
the FPGA. To support all security levels, we set s = 45 and

sA = 12 with w = 17. Therefore, the architecture occupies a
total of 78 DSPs.

This multiplier is also a dual multiplier in that it can handle
two simultaneous multiplications. This is an odd-even multi-
plier as on a given cycle, the architecture is only operating
over an “odd” or “even” multiplication. Thus, by carefully
scheduling operations and storing intermediate partial prod-
ucts, we can support two multiplications in parallel. As is
shown in Figure 5, we include additional latching and shift
mechanisms to swap between the two sets of operands.

IV. COMBINING RISC-V WITH A COPROCESSOR

Here, we present our software hardware co-design method-
ology to accelerate SIKE. Our high-level architecture is shown
in Figure 7. Our hardware ALU was described in the previous
section and now we present our RISC-V primary controller
to facilitate the SIKE cryptosystem by interacting with the
hardware coprocessor. In particular, the software coprocessor
initializes the hardware’s ALU functionality and the software’s
RAM with the SIKE scheme’s parameters. The hardware
processor is then used within the software’s flow for the
intense operations. For the following subsections, we elaborate
on the critical components and flow from the left-most compo-
nent (RISC-V CPU) to the right-most component (inner ALU).
Finally, we summarize our instruction controller operation.

A. RISC-V Processor

Our software-hardware co-design architecture utilizes a
RISC-V software processor as the main brains of the device.
Our RISC-V core is based on Murax, which is a publicly
available system-on-chip for VexRiscv CPU. This core uses
the basic rv32i instruction set to support simple basic integer
operations excluding multiplication and division.

Inside our RISC-V chip, a configurable RAM block is
connected that acts as the program memory. Here, we com-
pile and assemble a machine code based on Microsoft’s
SIKE library [43]. However, we swap out all Fp addition,
subtraction, and multiplication operations for a call to our
hardware co-processor’s instruction. Since our addition and
dual-multiplier run separately, we applied a scheduler based
on [25] to optimally schedule Fp operations. The other major
operation, SHAKE256, was implemented in C, to require
around 46,000 cycles per permutation.

Our software was compiled using the RISC-V GNU com-
piler toolchain with rv32i architecture and optimization level 1.
We found that increasing optimization level further had min-
imal impact on performance but resulted in larger memory.
Each SIKE parameter set was compiled separately. To run a
SIKE operation, the parameter set machine code was loaded
into the RISC-V RAM unit and then executed. SIKEp434
required 28 KB, SIKEp503 required 30 KB, SIKEp610
required 32 KB, and SIKEp751 required 32 KB. Thus, the
RISC-V RAM block was a 32 KB RAM, which fits into
8 BRAMs on Xilinx FPGAs.

B. APB Bridge

In order to share data between the RISC-V chip and the
hardware coprocessor, we chose to use the Advanced Periph-
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Fig. 7. (a) RISC-V accelerator architecture. (b) Coprocessor-APB bridge. (c) ALU architecture.

eral Bus (APB) bridge. The APB protocol is a royalty-free
protocol to connect low-bandwidth peripherals by ARM. This
was chosen because it has a very low area cost. In general,
our multiplication operations take far longer than the number
of cycles for a RISC-V processor to send an instruction.
We found that the CPU is on average sending an instruction
in less than 10 cycles, where as the smallest interleave delay
is 52 cycles. Other protocols such as the Advanced eXtensible
Interface (AXI) could have sent instructions much faster, but as
we show in our coprocessor architecture, this is not a problem
as we keep a buffer of instructions to execute.

As is shown in Figure 7, the RISC-V processor chip features
a APB decoder to send the data (our coprocessor instructions)
to the coprocessor. In this bus scenario, the RISC-V processor
is the master and the coprocessor is the slave. In addition to
the coprocessor, the APB bus is also used to connect to the
GPIO and UART peripherals for IO operations.

1) APB Operations: The APB interface utilizes 7 addresses
reserved in the CPU to interact with the coprocessor. All com-
munication between the CPU and coprocessor are performed
through the APB interface. The special addresses are:

1) Write RAM: Writes the 752-bit data from data buffer to
coprocessor RAM at the specified address.

2) Read RAM: Reads the 752-bit data from the coprocessor
RAM at the specified address to the data buffer.

3) Data Buffer: Writes or reads between data buffer and
CPU (32-bit data at a time).

4) Sec Level: Loads the security level. This will initialize
the 2 p and p+1 in the ALU for the adder and multiplier,
respectively, with the SIKE parameter set values. This
will also initialize the cycle counts for the instruction
controller.

5) Start: Allows the instruction controller to start process-
ing instructions in the instruction buffer. This must be

issued before loading any instructions to the instruction
buffer.

6) Status: Reports whether the instruction controller is
active or not.

7) Instruction: Loads an instruction into the instruction
buffer. The four opcodes are Fp addition, Fp subtraction,
Fp multiplication, and end.

C. Coprocessor Architecture

The coprocessor is the primary working unit to accomplish
SIKE by efficiently scheduling Fp addition/subtraction and Fp

multiplication operations. This is facilitated by an instruction
controller that reads instructions received from the APB bus,
an ALU that performs modular addition and multiplication
according to these instructions, and a RAM unit where input
and output data is stored. It is important to note that the
coprocessor RAM unit is separate from the RISC-V RAM
unit.

1) Buffers: The APB bridge can be used to send data
to the data buffer and instructions to the instruction buffer
inside the coprocessor. The data buffer is a 768-bit register
that shift 32 bits at a time in and out from the CPU and
can write and read 752 bits from the RAM. The instruction
buffer is a 32 × 26 simple dual port RAM containing 26-bit
instructions in a circular buffer. Of these 26 bits, three 8-bit
chunks are used for operand A’s address, operand B’s address,
and the destination’s address. The final 2 bits indicate an Fp

addition, Fp subtraction, Fp multiplication, or end opcode.
Since the instruction buffer is a FIFO circular buffer, we have
an empty and full signal. The empty signal is connected to
the instruction controller and the full signal is connected to
the APB interface. We give more details about the instruction
controller in the next subsection.

2) RAM: The RAM unit is a 256 × 752 (depth×width)
true dual-port RAM used to store all isogeny constants and
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Fig. 8. Instruction controller state machine.

computations. In our selected Virtex-7 FPGA device this
requires 21 BRAM units. The RAM unit uses 9 bits to control
each port with 8 bits to select the address and 1 bit to enable
writing. To minimize the critical path, the data is available to
be read from this RAM unit 2 cycles after the address is set.

3) ALU: The coprocessor’s ALU is composed of a single
modular adder and a dual modular multiplier. The inputs to
these modules is at most s bits, where s is the largest supported
SIKE prime. Here, s = 752. The modulus m inside the ALU
is used for modular addition and modular multiplication. This
can be updated by writing to the correct memory-mapped
registers with the APB bridge. Since the dual Montgomery
multiplier can perform two simultaneous multiplications, two
signals “load1” and “load2” are used to initialize the inputs for
each multiplier, respectively. Because there are two outputs of
the multiplier, a 2:1 multiplexer is used to select the correct
result to store to memory. With the true dual-port RAM,
we assign one write port to the multiplication circuit “prod”
and one write port to the addition circuit “sum.”

D. Instruction Controller

The basic flow of the instruction controller is shown in
Figure 8. Since our RAM has a two cycle delay for reads,
we begin with “RAM1” and “RAM2” cycles to decode the
instruction. From there, we have three pipelines: addition, odd
multiplication, and even multiplication. Our adder requires
2 cycles, so its result is simply written after 2 cycles.

1) Multiplier Pipelines: The multiplier is a dual multiplier,
so it supports two separate multiplication operations, one on
an odd cycle and the other on an even cycle. A single bit
is used to keep track of starting the odd or even multiplier
next and another single bit is used to keep track of which
multiplier result is to be stored. If the current multiplication
is an odd multiplication, then we wait for an odd cycle
and start the odd multiplication pipeline. Likewise, if the
current multiplication is an even multiplication, then we start
the even multiplication pipeline. Within these multiplication
pipelines, the stage 1 counter is the same as the interleave
delay, and we wait this many cycles before we start reading
the multiplier results. The stage 2 counter indicates when
the multiplier is completely done with its operation, which
is multiplication latency - interleave latency cycles. After the
stage 2 counter is done, the multiplication result is written
back to the coprocessor RAM.

2) FSM Locks: In this finite state machine, instructions will
continue to process until a lock happens. When a lock happens,
everything before RAM1 halts. The three possible locks are:

TABLE IV

AREA RESULTS OF RISC-V ACCELERATOR CHIP IN XILINX FPGAS

TABLE V

DETAILED AREA BREAKDOWN OF RISC-V ACCELERATOR CHIP IN
VIRTEX-7 FPGA

TABLE VI

TIMING RESULTS OF RISC-V ACCELERATOR CHIP IN XILINX FPGAS. V7
IS VIRTEX-7 AND A7 IS ARTIX-7

1) Multiplier Lock: This happens when there are 2 mul-
tiplication instructions between RAM1 and the stage
1 counter. This means that the dual multiplier is fully
occupied and we must wait until one of the multiplica-
tions passes the stage 1 counter state.

2) Memory Lock: This happens when the input of an
instruction at the start of RAM1 is an output of any
previous instruction being processed and not written
yet. This previous instruction could be in an arithmetic
pipeline or still being decoded in RAM2.

3) Write Lock: This happens when either the multiplier or
adder are storing their result. The true dual port RAM
unit cannot perform a read and write in the same cycle,
so all fetch and decode operations are delayed by one
cycle.

V. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION

The SIKE software-hardware co-design architecture was
implemented, tested, and synthesized on Xilinx FPGAs. The
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TABLE VIII

IMPROVEMENTS OVER STATE-OF-THE-ART SOFTWARE-HARDWARE CO-DESIGN IMPLEMENTATIONS ON VIRTEX-7 FPGA. NOTE THAT AREA IMPROVE-
MENTS ARE A DIFFERENCE AND LATENCY IMPROVEMENTS ARE A RATIO

architecture is written in Verilog and SystemVerilog with the
RISC-V processor chip generated in Verilog using Spinal-
HDL. The architecture is implemented on Xilinx Virtex-7
xc7vx690tffg1157-3 to be similar to the rest of the literature
and the Xilinx Artix-7 xc7a200tffg 1156-3 to be consis-
tent with the NIST PQC benchmarking platform. All results
obtained are post-place and route. The goal of this design is
to achieve a fast and area-efficient implementation of SIKE
using our proposed software-hardware co-design architecture.

A. Area Results

Table IV shows the area results of the design on our target
Virtex-7 and Artix-7 FPGAs. Interestingly the Artix-7 synthe-
sis exchanged about 2,000 LUTs (300 slices) for a BRAM
when compared to the Virtex-7 synthesis. The maximum
frequency of the Virtex-7 and Artix-7 implementations were
303 and 217 MHz, respectively. Thus, the Virtex-7 results are
approximately 40% faster than the Artix-7 results.

B. Timing Results

We summarize the SIKE timing results in Table VI. The
three main SIKE operations are key generation (K), key
encapsulation (E), and key decapsulation (D). Since a party
only needs to generate a single private-public keypair with
key generation, the encapsulation and decapsulation combined
latency (E+D) is a good summary of the implementation’s
performance. As these results show, the E+D latency ranges
from 4.39 million cycles to 12.94 million cycles for the NIST
level 1 and level 5 parameter sets, respectively. On the Virtex-
7 FPGA, this corresponds to E+D timings of 14.5 ms to
42.7 ms. The Artix-7 FPGA results are about 40% slower,
ranging from 20.2 ms to 59.5 ms. In normal use cases, it is
expected that a party’s latency will be about half of that as they
will be performing one of key encapsulation or decapsulation.

C. Comparisons

It is difficult to make a fair comparison to other SIKE
implementations as there are a variety of optimization targets.
Nevertheless, many implementations use the Virtex-7 FPGA,
so we can roughly compare the area, performance, and area-
time product of these implementations, which are summarized

in Table VII. In Table VII, the “Time” column indicates the
combined latency of key encapsulation and key decapsulation
(E+D) for a given SIKE parameter set for the implementa-
tion’s max frequency. The area-time (AT) product is used as
a further metric to indicate the relative efficiency of area to
perform cryptographic operations. As an attempt to equalize
the cost of FPGA resources between slices, DSPs, and BRAMs
on a Virtex-7 FPGA, we use the equivalence 1 DSP=100
Slices and 1 BRAM=200 Slices for area-time calculations.
With this metric, our area-time product results outperform
all existing hardware implementations in the literature. Our
implementation utilizes a single dual multiplier, whereas other
designs achieve a higher parallelization with a plurality of
multipliers and complex scheduling. Notably, the high-speed
implementations from [25], [26] are about 60% faster than
ours, but require 3 to 4 times as many simultaneous multi-
plication units. For SIKEp751, this requires 2.8-3.9 times as
many slices and 5.8-6.6 times as many DSPs. This shows the
diminishing returns from adding additional multiplication units
and elevates the impact of our highly optimized adder, mul-
tiplier, and controller units. The high-speed implementation
from [45] shows the top-end performance of SIKE, but at the
cost of significantly more slices, DSPs, and BRAMs, resulting
in a higher area-time product.

We summarize our comparison to other software-hardware
co-design implementations in Table VIII. We note that we
did not include the RISC-V implementation from [9] as it
used a Xilinx Zedboard platform, making a fair comparison
even more difficult. On the smaller end, the software-hardware
co-design in [6] uses another software-hardware architecture,
but targets a compact use case. Their small implementation
is about 3-4 times slower than our implementation across the
parameter sets, but saves 527 slices, 21 DSPs, and 8 BRAMs.
Their fast implementation uses almost double the resources
of our implementation and is about 1.5-1.7 times slower than
our implementation. Interestingly, the results from [6] show a
much different ratio of FFs to LUTs, preferring less sequential
FFs for more combinational LUTs. Lastly, we used a very
similar approach to [10], but our optimizations to the addi-
tion, multiplication, and controller units edge out 669 slices
and 5.5 fewer BRAMs even with 1.3 times performance
improvement.
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TABLE VII

COMPARISON OF AREA AND TIMING RESULTS IN VIRTEX-7 FPGA. NOTE:
AT= (SLICES+ 100×DSPS+ 200× BRAMS)× TIME

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we implemented a fast an efficient software-
hardware co-design for SIKE targeting all security levels in
one design. We proposed and implemented optimized units
for addition, multiplication, and control. Our presented Xilinx
FPGA results prominently feature the best area-time product of
any hardware implementation of SIKE in the literature. This
work shows that careful optimization and isolation of low-
level arithmetic can be made to greatly improve the efficiency
of cryptosystems.
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